
Exclusive U•Loc™ Padlockable 
Handle. Optional padlock* allows 
for extra security and keycoding 
multiples for convenient access.
Flush paddle handle with slip
resistant grip offers easy fingertip
operation and reduces dangerous
“catches” from passing traffic.
Double key set included for keyed lock.

Patented concealed self-close
mechanism provides obstruction-
free access to top shelf space.
Self-indexing doors guarantee they
will close in sequence and assure a
tight closure from top to bottom
(on self-close models).

Durable and chemical
resistant, hybrid lead-free powder
coat paint finish, inside-and-out,
retains high gloss look and
minimizes the effects of
corrosion and humidity.

Easy close,
self-latching doors.

Dual vents with built-in
flame arresters strategically
placed at bottom and
opposite top are welded,
not screwed in place.

Built-in grounding connector
(on outside side panel) for
easy grounding.

Continuous piano hinge
provides smooth closure.

Exclusive SpillSlope™ safety shelves direct 
spills to back and bottom of leak proof sump.
Heavy-gauge galvanized steel shelves are
bi-directional and easily adjust on 3" (76mm) centers
for versatile storage. Meet ANSI standards with a
350lb. (159kg.) safe allowable load.

Fully-welded (not riveted)
construction holds square-
ness for longer life, offering
greater protection in a fire
since air gaps are reduced.

Fusible links hold doors
wide open and melts at
165°F (74°C) for automatic
closure (on self-close
models).

Rounded safety corners
on doors reduce acciden-
tal nicks or cuts and po-
tential hand injury.

Minimal air-gaps provide
better protection.

Haz-Alert™ Reflective labeling provides
high visibility in the dark under fire
conditions or power outage when
illuminated by a flashlight beam.
Patent Pending. Hazard warning in

three languages.

New!

New!
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Stainless steel, three-point
bullet self-latching system
provides easy, fail-safe,
positive door closure with
increased heat resistance.

2" (51mm) liquid-tight
containment sump with
up to a 5-gal. (19L)
capacity on 45-gal.
(170L) models, holds
leaks and meets EPA
requirements.

Welded shelf hangers
interlock with shelf to
offer maximum “no slip”
stability… and no flimsy
brackets to lose.

Complies with OSHA 29 CFR 1910.106 
and NFPA Code 30, section 9.5

Most are FM approved

Shelves meet ANSI MH28.1

Haz-Alert™ Safety Band. 
Firefighter friendly reflective
band at bottom alerts 
firefighters when crawling 
in smoke-filled areas.
Patent Pending

Adjustable leveling feet for
stability on uneven surfaces.
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894520, 45 gal., self-close
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* Padlock sold separately

Sturdy, 18-gauge (1mm)
double wall steel with
1½" (38mm) of
insulating air space.

Patent Pending

Patent Pending


